Entrance Information:
236 South 34th Street. Philadelphia. PA. 19104

Entry to the Duhring Wing is electronically controlled by the Penn Card key.

1. There is an entrance on the south side of the building across from Irvine Auditorium that is level with the walkway. This entrance is accessible from the path off of 34th St., the path from College Hall and can be reached from the parking lot, as well. There is a key code operated automatic door. This serves as the accessible entrance to the Fisher Fine Arts Library and the Arthur Ross Gallery.

• The west entrance has ten to fifteen stairs to enter and is not accessible.

Elevator Information:
• There is one elevator in the middle of Duhring Wing. This elevator goes to all floors of Duhring Wing.
• A key is required for access to the fifth floor.
• There is one elevator in Fisher Fine Arts Library.
Accessible Restrooms:
• Duhring Wing first floor - men's and women's
• Fisher Fine Arts Library basement - men's and women's. Both the men's and the women's are individual restrooms.

Building Information:
• Duhring Wing and Fisher Fine Arts Library are directly connected by a basement passage that slopes up to Fisher Fine Arts Library from Duhring Wing.
• To obtain ADA Access at Entrance #1 without a Penn Card, call 215-898-8352, Monday – Friday 9:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
• Other specific departmental access:
  Office of Student Conduct - 215-898-5651
  PennDesign - 215-898-8322
  Penn Praxis - 215-573-8720